RETAILER IN FOCUS

Staff Member Showrya and Manager Khartik

Shell south melbourne
South Melbourne, one of the ‘coolest’ inner suburbs of Melbourne
with a vibrant café precinct, beautiful historical buildings and
home to the South Melbourne Market, South Melbourne Dim
Sims and the Sydney Football Club?! (That’s not entirely true
as The Sydney Football club is now based in Sydney with their
origins dating back to 1874 when they formed as the South
Melbourne Football Club in the old VFL). They relocated up to
Sydney in 1982 to form what we now know as the AFL which
created a National Football league by 1990.
With that small history lesson out of the way we focus our
attention to an inner city petrol and convenience store, that has
been part of the South Melbourne landscape for many decades.
It has received quite a few facelifts as it sits smack
bang on one of the busiest intersection in the suburb.
Welcome Shell South Melbourne.
Operated by Ajitha Takkalapalli and managed by Karthik,
the store has had the difficult task of trading with so much
competition in close proximity to it - cafes, take aways,
convenience stores, supermarkets etc. Then unfortunately
COVID hit a year ago and things started to change –
for the better!
Business owner, Ajitha first came into the industry in 2005 as a
student working part time. In 2012 she bought into the store and
began operating as an Independent Discount Fuel outlet buying
fuel from various distributors. The site was managing well but
needed a leg up as it had operated as an independent site for
many years with different owners over its long history who simply
did not invest back into the business.
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By 2013 Ajitha made the decision to align and brand her
store BP. This had immediate results. Fuel volume spiked with
the help of BP fuel card and shop sales began to ramp up. When
the BP arrangement ended in 2017, Shell approached Ajitha to
rebrand her store and to further improve the shop offer. With
the rebranding complete, the store raised the bar introducing
improved merchandising standards, dedicated categories and a
clean store offer, but it needed more. This is when Ajitha decided
to join up to New Sunrise which, as it happened, was smack
bang at the beginning of COVID. With the help and guidance
of her New Sunrise Retail Development Managers the store
offer was tightened with stronger gondola end displays and a
rearranged floor layout. It has been a model Passport to Profit
member achieving 100% each and every month. The outlet
trades 24/7 and is very busy..
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In March of 2020, during one of the hardest lockdowns in
the country and one of the most competitive retail suburbs in
the inner city, Ajitha and manager Karthik found themselves
scrambling to create a point of difference. Clearly, as with most
businesses, the initial shock of COVID was devastating but as
lockdown settled in and people adjusted to the new ‘lockdown
normal’, Ajitha started to look at options available to her which
is when they adopted e-commerce online ordering platforms.
With locals stuck at home and online ordering our new best
friend, the offer started slowly but is now a big part of their day
to day trade.
They now operate 4 delivery platforms – Uber Eats, Menu Log,
Door Dash and Deliveroo. They have multiple tablets operating
simultaneously and even have a tablet solely dedicated to
Ice cream orders through Uber Eats. It is incredible to watch
orders come through. There is a select online offer across
all main consumable categories which Ajitha and her team
manage. Key items from food, ice creams, drinks, salty snacks
and confectionery. Each of the platforms can take up to 30%
in commission from the total transaction. None of the lower
GP% categories are on offer which include cigarettes, auto,
publications etc. It is simply consumables.
Some of the key points to the online program
9 Store sets higher retails on products listed online– generally
adding a percentage above normal retail to cover much of
the ‘up to’ 30% commission charged
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 ricing is maintained by the store direct, with no influence
P
by the platform operators
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 ut of the 4 platforms used, Uber Eats and Deliveroo are
O
the most popular
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Average transaction is approximately $30
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Most popular items by ranking are

 elivery fee varies according to platform used and total
D
transaction value but is paid for by the customer
1.

Ben and Jerry’s Ice cream tubs (Popular after 6pm)

3.

Take home soft drinks

2.

Pies – Mrs Macs and Four ‘n Twenty

4.

Snacks
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 nly popular lines from each of the main consumable
O
categories are listed
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When orders hit tablet an alert is sounded to inform the store
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If there are any issues in fulfilling orders, the store can contact
customers direct to amend / substitute or even cancel
an order

9

 ustomer pays for items at time of purchase and platform
C
pays retailer direct daily less their commission

9

 epeat business is strong and growing by the month. One
R
customer has used the platform 90 times in the past
12 months

At the moment, the store is averaging 30 online orders a day.
That equates to an extra $1000 in shop sales. Gross profits
are very healthy and they are incremental sales to the store
daily trade. It is a growing segment and one that has realized
additional revenue for the store. Perfectly positioned amongst
young millennials with disposable income who are very
tech savvy.
Ajitha is pleased with the performance of South Melbourne and
is liaising with New Sunrise on developing her food offer, looking
to introduce new food equipment to bolster ranging.
Overall, Ajitha is pleased to have the guidance and support of
New Sunrise. There is no doubt that E-commerce will continue
to redifine convenient shopping in the future, despite still being
in its infancy in Australia. COVID has certainly accelerated its
implementation in Australia, and in many other parts of the world.
If you too are considering introducing online orders, delivery or
pickup, please discuss with your New Sunrise Retail Manager on
how we can assist in this space. And if you are in the area, pop
into Shell Melbourne, and see it live in action!

We wish Shell South Melbourne continued success and appreciate
their time in explaining to us how E-Commerce can be a part of
your business too.

 t this site only Menu Log and Ben And Jerry’s supply carry
A
bags. The store uses its own for other platforms.
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